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What beatty tip says he sent to Montag? The Dog What Does Mildred have in his hand when he leaves the house? A suitcase What does Montag suspect Mildred doing? Putting the alarm What Beatty says is the true beauty of fire? Get rid of the responsibility and consequences instead of using kerosene, beatty wants Montag to use whatever to burn down his house? Flamethrowers Like Montag think the books came home? Mildred brought them what Beatty
tells Montag when he's finishing burning down the house? Did you tell Montag you were under arrest, who called the alarm? Mildred What did Beatty do to Montag? Did you hit him on the head what happened to the green bullet radio Faber gave Montag? He fell and Beatty took what Beatty says he's going to do with the radio? Track the person by telling him what Montag did to Beatty? You killed him with the flamethrower. They were stunned to explain Montag's
dealing with the Dog The Dog injected a bit of something into Montag's leg, but then Montag killed him with the flamethrower What does Montag find in his old garden? 4 montag books thinks to yourself that Beatty probably wanted to do what? Die Why is Montag having trouble getting up? His leg is in pain, what does Montag hear in the SeaShell? Is there a fugitive on the run where Montag realizes he's on the run? Faber's house, why was Montag having trouble
crossing the street? He didn't want to be shot, but he didn't want to be seen running after Montag across the street, who is he hiding from? The teenagers in the car what does Montag do to the Black family? Plant a book in your house and call in an alarm What does Faber say there's a lot of along the railroad tracks? Hobo camps where Faber says he's going? Why is he going there? The fields to meet a retired printer What was brought from a different district to
track Montag? A dog why Montag tells Faber to burn the quilt and chair? Montag's smell is on them why doesn't Faber give Montag another green bullet? Doesn't he have what Montag sees on the walls of the hall anymore? The Dog stopping at Faber's house, and then running away. Look out of his windows looking for Montag what did Montag do when he got to the river? He took off his clothes, covered himself in alcohol, and put faber's old clothes because the
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Farm he visited in his childhood What Did Montag think was looking at him the Dog What was looking for him? A deer What Did Montag hit with his foot? Train track What was the only fact Montag couldn't prove? That Clarisse had walked the tracks What does Montag see? A Fire What do men offer Montag? Coffee What's the name of the man Montag is talking to? Granger, what should the colorless fluid in the small bottle do? Change the smell of it Why is the
chase still going on if they lost Montag? Don't they want people to know they've failed what Montag sees in the portable viewer? The Hound attacks someone else. The face was out of focus Where is Montag keeping the Book of Ecclesiastes? His memory What does Granger think their work is? Wait for the war to end so they can spread their knowledge how does Montag feel about Mildred being in town? He doesn't care about her. Jets going into town and
bombs What other book does Montag realize he remembered? Bible With what Granger likes man? Phoenix What kind of factory does Granger say they're going to build? Mirror factory Fahrenheit 451 Flashcards ANGELA:42. How did Beatty give Montag indications that he's under suspicion? He sent the Mechanical Dog to his house as a warning to Montag that he was under suspicion, but it appeared that he did not give him a second thought.43. Who must
have brought the books back from the garden? Meredith was the only one who could have known there were books in the garden.44. Who set off an alarm against Montag? Originally Montag had thought that Mildred had handed him over, but was told by the Captain that he was actually one of the ladies he had come to visit. AJAY:45. What happened to Montag's green bullet? Captain Beatty found out montag had the green bullet, so he took the green bullet and
put it in his coat.46. Why did Montag burn Beatty's body? Montag burned Beatty's body because Montag thought Beatty was going to track down the green bullet to Faber and kill him. 47. What is Montag's plan to escape? Montag's plan to go to the river that is on the edge of the city and from there, he has to find a railroad so he can find a group of people who are real thinkers and understand and know what they want to do with their life. ROHAN: 48. How much
money did Montag give Faber? A hundred dollars,49. How many perfumes can the mechanical dog remember?10,000 odor indexes in 10,000 men. 50. Why did Montag want Faber to turn on the air conditioner and the sprinklers? He turned on the air conditioner to clean the smell to make it look like he was never there. He wanted to turn the sprinklers to clean the sidewalks. ANNIE: 51. Interpret Twenty million of Montag is running, so if the cameras caught him. If
the camera catches him, he'll be on TV, and the whole town would see him.52. Why did the search for Montag veered inland? The search veer inland because Montag is in the country for a trip.53. Who died at Montag's house? One person JUSTIN: 54. 54. Granger meant by Welcome back from the dead. Everyone thought Montag was dead because of the media.55. When Granger and other like-minded people are paraded by the authorities, why is no
incriminating evidence found? Because Granger and other like-minded people burned their books after reading them.56. Do you get the feeling that there are other book chapters in other cities? What proof do you have? Yes, other people memorized the chapters they read in other cities. NANETTE:57. What Granger means by your quote, you're not important. You're nothing.? Granger is saying that all humans in this world are really insignificant because those
who live longer will only see a glimpse of what happens. The resources are there for everyone to have, but not everyone will use the resources. As a result, it is the message and idea that is important. This emphasizes Faber's idea that the meaning of the book is far more important than the book itself. Granger wants Montag to remember that just because if he's more experienced at the moment doesn't mean he'd have a higher social status. It's the idea that
people want to learn and pass on knowledge that's important. 58. Explain the latest implications of events in their last 4-5 pages. Society is destroyed by the stupidity of humanity. It is a cycle and society must be renewed, which begins with the war destroying the city of Montag. To continue enjoying our site, we ask you to confirm your identity as human. Thank you very much for your cooperation. To continue enjoying our site, we ask you to confirm your identity as
human. Thank you very much for your cooperation. Cooperation.
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